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worker

The working day has
begun. At school, the

pupils are having their first
lesson. The market, café and
clothes shop are already busy.
The office workers are at their
desks and a rehearsal begins at

the theatre.  The museum staff look puzzled (can
you guess why?). Outside, the traffic has snarled to
a halt. The crashed cars are towed away, but some 
roadworks have started. 
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A DAY
IN A

CITY

It’s a very busy day in the city! There is a car
crash, a rainstorm, a theft at the marketplace

and some strange goings-on at the
museum... Meanwhile, interesting things
happen to a burglar, an artist, an office
worker and other city-dwellers.

In this sequence of wonderfully
detailed and funny illustrations, you can follow
what happens in the city, hour by hour. And, hidden

away in the busy pictures, there are a lots of
things to search for, too.
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THIS IS THE STORY of a day in the life
of a city. All the illustrations in this book

have exactly the same view. But each one
shows a different time of day, from early
morning to late at night. Lots of things happen
during this single day. Can you spot them all?

Introduct i on
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You can follow all the various comings

and goings in the city during the course of

the day. The clock at the top left-hand

corner of each double page is there to tell

you what time of day you’ve reached.

Along the bottom of every scene you will

see some little pictures, each with a label

to tell you what they are. They can all be

found somewhere in the busy scene. 

But where? That's your job to find them!

How many can you spot?

LLeett’’ss
ffiinndd

There are some people or things that

appear on every page. Look out

especially for the burglar, the office

worker who is always at his desk,

the artist and the people who make

the sculpture of the whale.
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a burglara sleepwalker a cata clothes rail some bottles some traffic lightsa man delivering
newspapers

a runnerroadworks

It is early morning. Whilemost people are asleep,

there are some who are out

and about already. A few

have still to return home after

an all-night party! One or

two early risers are enjoying

their early-morning run. The street cleaners are at

work. One poor man has been working in his

office all night. Another night worker, a burglar, is

just returning home from a busy night robbing

people’s houses. 
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a man asleep a man being
kissed

a man
reading

a phone booth a man and a dogsomeone
sneezing

a bus driverpeople arguing

The streets are busy with

cars and buses. Everyone

is on the move. Men and

women travel to work while

children make their way to

school. Two cars have a crash

on the corner, blocking the

streets. Meanwhile, cleaners sweep up in the theatre

and the museum. Market traders set up their stalls.

The burglar is cooking his supper. His dog is

curious to see what he has brought home.
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a cleaner
vacuuming
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The working day has

begun. At school, the

pupils are having their first

lesson. The market, café and

clothes shop are already busy.

The office workers are at their

desks and a rehearsal begins at

the theatre.  The museum staff look puzzled (can

you guess why?). Outside, the traffic has snarled to

a halt. The crashed cars are towed away, but some 

roadworks have started. 
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an escaping
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a burst
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a man cooking a man drinking
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a couple
on bikes

a couple getting
out of bed

a man on
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It is mid-morning and thecity streets are busy. People

arrive to buy food and clothes

at the market. A delivery of

new suits arrives at the

clothes shop. The museum has

opened to visitors. One little

boy is sure he has seen the model of a caveman

move. The roadworkers have burst a water main

with their tools. Everyone is showered with water!

The burglar, meanwhile, gets ready to go to bed.
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a litter 
bin

a museum
guide

a notice-
board

an ice
cream stand

a thief a woman
buying apples

some children
eating lunch

some workmensome actors

It is lunchtime. The childrendash out of school and the

office workers break for a

snack. The café is packed full.

But the weather is taking a turn

for the worse. The sky is

darkening. People start putting

up their umbrellas and the first raindrops fall.

Suddenly a thief grabs somebody’s bag in the market.

There is mayhem as others give chase. Meanwhile,

the burglar is fast asleep.
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a spider a couple dancing an office
party

a man
falling over

a musiciansome buildersan umbrella
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a cleanera cameraman

Later in the afternoon, it is

raining hard. Most people

run for cover or huddle under

their umbrellas (a couple enjoy

a dance in the downpour).

School has finished for the day

and the market traders pack

up their stalls. The office workers have a small

party. In the museum, the little boy who saw the

caveman move gives a television interview.

The sleeping burglar, meanwhile, is

himself burgled!
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an art class a bat a sculpture a couple getting
dressed

a collisiona man in a
top hat

6

some theatregoersa street
lampLLeett’’ss
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a man turning off
the lights

The rain has stopped and

evening falls on the city

streets. People arrive at the

theatre and take their seats

waiting for the performance to

begin. An art class is taking place

in the school. Some children are

skateboarding in the empty marketplace. Now

everyone has left the museum, the exhibits can move

about undisturbed! The burglar wakes up to discover

his loot has gone.
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a museum
security man

actors taking
a bow

a cyclist a singing
cat

a table and
chairs

a signpostthe burglar being
caught

a sleeping office
worker

It is late. The curtain hascome down at the theatre

and everyone is on their way

home. Only people walking

their dogs and a few noisy

drunks remain on the streets.

The office worker falls asleep at

his desk, while the sculptors in the flat above

celebrate the completion of their work. One of the

museum staff finally sees the moving caveman for

himself! The burglar is caught red-handed by some

theatregoers.
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